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DATES FOR THE TERM 

Y4 swimming begins (Fridays) 

w/b 28.2.22 Y5 & Y6 parent meetings 

re. Challenge Week and Hautbois 

1.3.22 ‘Calm & Creative’ parent sessions 

start (4 week course) 

3.3.22 World Book Day-non uniform day 

18.3.22 Comic Relief-non uniform day 

w/b 28.3.22 International Events 

 

Dates may change—check for updates! 

It has been a great start to the new half term. Everyone has been busy settling back into school. Teachers have en-

joyed talking to families about the children’s progress in our Parent Conference phone calls. Thank you to all those 

who took part. If you haven’t had your conference yet, please arrange to speak to your child’s teacher as soon as pos-

sible. Enjoy planning the children’s World Book Day costumes for Thursday over the weekend!      - Jennie and Emma 

VALUES AWARDS 

Pink:Azhar - Responsibility - for making sure everyone in Pink Class is following the rules. 

Khadiza - Excellence - for taking the time to reread her work and check it for mistakes.  

Green: Aleemah– Excellence – for using interesting verbs in her writing. 

Rayyan– Responsibility—for always looking after our resources and making sure that our class-
room is tidy . 

Blue: Adam - Responsibility—for making sure to focus and listen on the carpet. Adam has been 
working hard at avoiding distractions.  

Sarrinah - Excellence—for really improving in her reading. She has been making sure to read 
everyday, use her reading strategies and she really engages with the book.  

Orange: Habiba - Excellence - for completing her multiplication activities all on her own and 
getting most of the answers correct. 

Usman - Excellence - for being confident when solving multiplication calculations by correctly 
making equal groups. 

Lilac: Raneem—Teamwork– for supporting others in art by helping them mix paints to create 
secondary colours. 

Adam E—Excellence - for showing increased confidence in all of his learning and he has been 
showing greater independence.  

Purple: Sabiha – Responsibility and Excellence – for showing resilience when using ‘grouping 
and sharing’ for division in Maths. 

Mahim – Excellence – for his amazing prepositional phrases when describing a painting in 
English. 

Scarlet: Maryam B - Excellence - for being an excellent class teacher on Careers Day and taking 
the register for Scarlet class. A teacher in the making! 

Responsibility– Ijajur—for always keeping his work neat and careful and tidying away resources 
at the end of class. 

Crimson: Safir– Responsibility and Teamwork —for staying focussed throughout the day and 
being considerate to other children.  

Ameliah– Responsibility—for confidently joining in with class discussions and sharing her ide-
as.  

Emerald: Yaseen-Excellence- for wonderful maths work, using place value counters to divide 
numbers with remainders. 

Ibraaheem-Teamwork and Responsibility- for being a confident and mature friend, teammate 
and classmate. 

Jade: Yasin - Responsibility - for using the glue gun safely during D.T. 

Eshat - Responsibility - for managing her distractions in class. 

Turquoise: Nazim - Teamwork- for showing great teamwork and communication skills through-
out Careers Day.  

Saara - Excellence- for her fantastic research into the history of China . 

Sapphire: Mijanul - Excellence for making significant progress in arithmetic! 

Yusra - Excellence for making significant progress in arithmetic! 

ATTENDANCE—WEEKLY WINNERS 

     Phase 2 -  Purple 98%                      Phase 3— Scarlet 98% 

EYFS— Yellow 91% 

COVID UPDATE 

We will update you next week on how 

the Government’s new ‘Living with 

COVID19’ strategy will impact life at 

Harry Gosling. We will also update our 

Risk Assessment and upload  the 

changes onto the website. In the 

meantime, please continue to do all 

you can to help keep yourself and oth-

ers safe. 
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